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Agenda

1. The death of Expertise in the digital era: what’s going wrong? 

 The age of misinformation: Fake news is not the only problem!

 Echo chambers, Polarization & Radicalization

 Flawed search

2. When can crowds be smart? When they aren’t?

3. Improving the quality of online debate through distributed 

decision support systems: evidence and implications from an 

experiment of e-democracy



The age of misinformation



The death of expertise

I fear we are witnessing the death of 

the ideal of expertise itself, a Google-

fueled, Wikipedia-based, blog-sodden 

collapse of any division between 

professionals and laypeople, students 

and teachers, knowers and 

wonderers.
…

[Internet] allows people to mimic 
intellectual accomplishment by 

indulging in an illusion of expertise 

provided by a limitless supply of facts



The age of misinformation



Age of misinformation

The Curious case of Hillary’s health

https://points.datasociety.net/fake-news-is-not-the-problem-f00ec8cdfcb#.93ztcymwt

https://points.datasociety.net/fake-news-is-not-the-problem-f00ec8cdfcb#.93ztcymwt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqbDBRWb63s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqbDBRWb63s


Echo chambers, polarization, 

radicalization

News consumption on 

the Internet cohabits 

with, peer-to-peer co-

creation of pseudo-

knowledge that spreads, 

evolves, and persists in 

communities of like 

minded individuals

Polarization



Echo chambers, polarization, 

radicalization

Attacks to disrupt social 

networks enabling diffusion of 

misinformation and injection of 
true knowledge do not fix  the 

issue

Polarization may lead to 

radicalization



Flawed search

Preferential attachment (the 

tendency to link with the most 

linked nodes) creates scale-free 

networks in which few nodes 

have unusually high degree as 

compared to the other nodes of 

the network

“Truth” emerges by 

consensus and 

popularity



When can crowds be smart?

Markets

Under perfect 

market 

assumption 

price reflects the 

best available 

information 

provided by 

competent 

traders

Prediction markets



When can crowds be smart?

Crowdsourcing

Tasks are broken 

down into small 

modular units 

which can be 

easily  

reassembled



When can crowds be smart?

Open Source (Linus’ Law)

Given enough 

eyeballs, all bugs 

are shallow

If you want to 

have good ideas 

you must have 

many ideas

(Linus Torvalds)



When crowds are not smart?



When crowds aren’t smart?

 Debate on value-based, controversial 

issues 

 Vetting information (opinions VS facts)

 Building explanations (e.g. conspiracy 

theories)



Evidence from an e-democracy 

experiment

Research Questions

How to improve the quality of online 

debate without suppressing 

participation?

Can we achieve these results through 

the design of better collaborative 

decision support tools?



Field study

Empirical study in 
collaboration with a large 

Italian political party in an 

Intra-party Deliberative 

Referendum 

(Iandoli, et al. "Supporting argumentation 
in online political debate: Evidence from 
an experiment of collective deliberation." 
New Media & Society (2017))

Which type of electoral system 

should Italy adopt?

(Source: https://www.irit.fr/~Umberto.Grandi/e-democracy2017/)



640 volunteers and 10 moderators randomly assigned to two 

groups using different platforms debating for three weeks

Forum Argumentation Platform 
(Collaboratorium)

VS

Evidence from an e-democracy 

experiment



Argumentation platforms

Argumentation tools organize discussion as a network consisting of 
alternative positions, pro or con arguments for the proposed ideas. 

What government policy can best meet our targets for reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions? 

Given away for free by the government

Sold to the highest bidder

Use carbon tax

Use cap and trade

 How high should the taxes be?

 How will certificates be distributed?

 Prone to be gamed by industry



Argumentation platforms

Problem

 Controversial issues

 Vetting information

 Explain

Solution

 Content is organized 

around Alternative 

Positions

 Ideas are vetted through 

chains of pros and cons

 Participants must disclose 

rationale and evidence 

behind their proposals



Research Hypotheses

Metrics Perceived 

easy of use 

(Davis 1989) 

Perceived 

Quality of 

collaboration

Mutual 

understanding 

(Clark and 

Brennan, 1989)

# ideas

# arguments

# ratings

# views

argumentation 

indexes



Results

Same level of engagement, retention, and users 

participation despite the new tool learning curve 

Number of contributions per users

Forum Argument map



Results

The forum fares better off on usability and 

collaboration process

On a 1-7 levels Likert scale



Results

Forum users produced more content but read 

and rated less other participants’ posts



Results

Forum users posted more ideas and pros but argued 

mainly to support their own ideas (besides, forum ideas 

turned out to be more redundant)



Results

Argumentation platform users posted more 

arguments per idea and were less likely to argue 

about their own ideas



Implications for the design of 

collaborative tools

• In existing online media content production and 

diffusion are too cheap

• Our study show that making the production of online 

content “costly” through the use of more constraining 

knowledge formats has a positive impact for the 

quality of online debate

o Less proliferation of redundant content

o Less self-referential arguments

o More assessment



Implications for experts in online 

debate

 Communicate differently: it’s not about knowledge gaps, 

it’s about enforcing the rules and the formats that are 

conducive to good discussions

 Engagement and participation, to not mention freedom 

of speech, should not be limited ...

 ... but reputation systems should be enforced: one 

doesn’t count one!

 Expertise as community service, Experts as honest brokers



(Optimistic) Conclusion: quality of 

information on the Internet will improve 

over time

Upon the arrival of Gutenberg’s 

printing press in the 15th 
century humanists worried that 

the easy availability of books 

would lead to intellectual 

laziness, undermine religious 

authority, demean the work of 

scholars and scribes, and 

spread sedition and 

debauchery (Carr)

... Then we had publishers, 

editors, peer to peer review, 

etc.
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